FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Residents who live in the neighborhoods surrounding ____________ [Location or area of the planting] will benefit for years to come from the trees to be planted on ____________ [Planting date]

__________ [Group that is organizing the planting] and local tree experts will guide teams of volunteers to plant ____________ [Number] trees at ____________ [Number] sites along ____________, ____________, and ____________. [Street or streets] The ____________ [Tree species] are powerline approved, which means at maturity they will not have to be pruned because of height.

Volunteers will gather at ____________ [Time] at the ____________ [Location] on ____________. [Street name] Some tools and gardening gloves will be provided, but volunteers are encouraged to bring their own if they have them.

Tree specialists will conduct demonstration plantings before sending out the teams, so no special knowledge of tree planting is required. ____________ and ____________ [Sponsors] are sponsors of the event.

Trees provide many benefits to the community, including saving energy, providing shade, improving air quality, and keeping neighborhoods safer. In addition, mature trees reduce flooding and add to property values.

For more information or to volunteer, contact ____________ [Contact name] at ____________. [Email address]
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